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DVD COPY PROTECTOR (beta) is a little program made to test possible protection schemes
applicable on DVD-VIDEO, and to check their behavior on home-players.

VERSION 1.00 Beta

>>>ISO EDITOR:

>Corrupt ISO:
This option corrupts an ISO DVD image prior to burn it.I suggest to apply only one
level(of two available) and check results on home-player, before apply even other level.

>ISO Maker:
This option creates an ISO DVD image, from a valid VIDEO_TS folder on HDD, to burn it
with other software.

>Backup\Replace ISO Info:
This option backups the initial part of an ISO DVD image in a file with *.bk extension:
to be restored in future, if you need it.

>>>IFO\BUP EDITOR:

>Add MB To IFO\BUP:
Adds an amount of megabytes to the selected IFO/BUP file.

>Encrypt ...IFO\BUP Not used:
Encrypts/decrypts not used IFO/BUP files. I suggest to use this option only with IFO/BUP
successives to those used. Don't encrypt the main VIDEO_TS.IFO.

>Corrupt IFO\BUP:
Corrupts VIDEO_TS.IFO/BUP and VTS_**_0.IFO/BUP applying up to 3 corruption levels
each one.

>SPRMs Check Creator:
This option makes a status check of 3 system parameters: preferred menu, preferred audio
and preferred subtitles. The routine will check that a specific language is set on the
home-player, to allow playback. Five languages are available.

>>>VIRUS DVD!!!
It's only a joke. Creates a DCP1.EXE file along with an AUTORUN.INF; putting these
files in the root of a DVD (out of AUDIO_TS and VIDEO_TS folders) will cause the
DVD player (on PC with autorun active) to eject the disc soon after insertion!!!
Nothing more... by now!!!

>>>PHISICAL DAMAGE (Caliper calculator):
Given previous LBAs or megabytes, is possible to calculate the area to be
(eventually) scratched using a compass. Calculation is up to 2000 MB.

>>>VOB EDITOR:
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>Add or Cut Mb to VOB:
Adds or Cuts an amount of megabytes to the selected VOB file.

>Dummy Vob Maker:
Creates a user defined size empty VOB.

>LBA Vob Corruptor:
Corrupts one or more LBAs, ranging in the form of LBA to LBA or MB to MB, of a VOB file.

>>>DVD PLAYER:
Self explanatory. No claims.. DVD player!!!

All functions are EXPERIMENTAL... greets by Junior73!!!!


